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Introduction 

 Southeast Arizona is one of those bird photography destinations that can be good at any 
time of year, although, it is arguably at its best during the monsoon season, usually its wettest 
and greenest. I have been photographing in this wondrous state for for over 8 years now and each 
time has something different and exciting to offer. During this specific time of year, neotropic 
birds and “standard” U.S residents are common and are beginning or in the midst of their 
breeding season, meaning that males are actively singing and defending territory, great for 
photographic opportunities. And just where are these birds? Well, they are surrounded by a vast 
array of habitats – the iconic rocky desert dotted in saguaros, arid grasslands, oak covered 
foothills and a few verdant oases wreathed in wetlands. 

 As the monsoons come with winds and rain that breathe new life into the arid desert, 
many bird species are at their most photographic. This is especially true of the hummingbirds, 
one of the key groups visiting photographers wish to spend time with, and there is no better area 
for this on the continent. On this tour we will focus on an array of hummingbirds like, Broad-
tailed, Rivoli’s, Broad-billed, Lucifer, and many more are all possible, in addition to North 
America’s largest species, the bold Blue-throated Mountain-Gem. This area is also fantastic for 
species that just reach into the states. Birds like the gorgeous Five-striped Sparrow, White-eared 
Hummingbird, Elegant Trogon and the elusive Mexican Whip-Poor-Will. These rare and range 
restrictive birds really make this trip something unique and special for the guests and the guide. 
All of the special birds are surely found in very special locations. 

 Among the hallowed mountain destinations that will feature are Miller Canyon in the 
Huachuca’s, Cave Creek Canyon in the Chiricahua’s, and Madera Canyon in the Santa Rita’s, 
which all have high value birds to photograph both at feeders and in the field. The forests in 
these sky islands are home to vibrant species like Elegant Trogon, Red-faced Warbler, and 
Painted Redstart, while the desert areas below host Gambel’s Quail, Greater Roadrunner, Gila 
Woodpeckers, Varied Bunting and the difficult to pronounce, Pyrrhuloxia. This part of Arizona 
provides plenty of stunning landscapes in which to photograph too, an often missed feature of 
this destination. This tour should appeal to those from the east, wanting to experience the vastly 
different western birds, but also those who have visited Arizona in a different season, or in a 
different year. There is so much to offer in Arizona it justifies multiple visits, for no two single 
seasons are the same and neither the years. 
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Itinerary 

July 24th    Day 1: Arrival / Tucson Mountain Park 

July 25th    Day 2: Tucson to Sierra Vista / Huachuca Mountains 

July 26th    Day 2:  Huachuca Mountains 

July 27th    Day 3: Huachuca Mnts. to Portal / Chiricahua Mnts. 

July 28th    Day 4: Chiricahua Mountains 

July 29th    Day 5:  Chiricahua Mnts. to Santa Rita via Wilcox  

July 30th    Day 6:  Santa Rita Mountains 

July 31st    Day 7:  Elephant Head Pond 

August 1st    Day 8:  Mt. Lemmon and Tucson Hotspots 

 August 2nd    Day 9:  Departures 
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Tour Summary Day 

Day One (July 24th) - For the first day of the tour, I met the group in the hotel and after a quick 
introduction, we went out for our first meal, a classic “hole-in-the-wall” Mexican restaurant. 
After a delicious meal, we went to our first location; Tucson Mountain Park. Normally I go to 
Saguaro National Park but due to heavy rains and flooding, the park was closed. Even so, after a 
few hours of walking around we were able to get some great images of a fairly difficult bird, the 
Lesser Nighthawk. 

On the way back to the car we also managed to see a beautiful Curve-billed Thrasher hanging out 
on an Ocotillo. Only one guest was able to snag a pic and with dark skies and impending rain, we 
were forced back towards the hotel a bit earlier than I wanted but as is the case sometimes when 
out during this season. The monsoon season is fantastic for birds but the reality is, it is very 
possible to be rained out for the afternoon and evening. After a good day, we turned in for the 
night and prepared for our next morning out. 
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Lesser Nighthawk - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Day Two (July 25th) - Today’s itinerary had us going down to Sierra Vista but instead, I gambled 
and tried to get the group an early win by going to Madera Canyon to photograph the Elegant 
Trogon. Unfortunately, a massive storm was hovering over us for the entire morning, and well 
into the afternoon. It was about 5pm or so until we finally lifted our cameras for the day. The 
target subject? The adorable and tiny, White-eared Hummingbird. We managed to get on a 
beautiful adult male in Miller Canyon.  
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Curve-billed Thrasher - Guest: David
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Along with this stunning breeding visitor, we also managed; Black-chinned, Rivoli’s, Broad-
billed, Broad-tailed, Rufous and Anna’s Hummingbirds. After this lovely afternoon, we ventured 
down towards a local hotspot for an extremely sought after and tricky bird, the Montezuma 
Quail. After arriving on location, I immediately spotted our target, a pair of adult Montezuma 
Quail, feeding in the grass. This bird is extremely difficult to photograph for most of the year but 
in the monsoon season, you have a pretty good chance as males are singing and attempting to 
pair up with eager females. There is a window of about 3-weeks where they are pretty 
cooperative and it very difficult to time these weeks as they are dependent on rain, temperature 
and simply, how the birds are doing physically. This time around, we timed it pretty well and we 
were able to see the birds well, though the photo opportunities were limited and a bit distant. It is 
always nice to see these harlequin style birds though! After a pretty successful day in the end, we 
checked into our hotel, got some dinner and hit the sack for a good night sleep, eager for our first 
day in Sierra Vista. 
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White-eared Hummingbird - Guest: David
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Day Three (July 26th) - I was hopeful today was going to be our first day that was unaffected by 
rain. We started off by visiting the location for Montezuma Quail to see if we could do a bit 
better but unfortunately, after a bit of waiting and no birds, we moved on. Our first location of 
the day was the brilliant Carr Canyon. Our first stop was a small pullout that I quite like for 
Hepatic Tanager, Rufous-crowned Sparrow, Ash-throated Flycatcher, Canyon Towhee, Bewick’s 
Wren and Black-headed Grosbeak and a few other great birds. I use this spot to catch up with 
some of the higher elevation desert and lower elevation pine birds in the same place. There are 
also a lot of good perches and bush around that attract and compliment the birds nicely for 
photography. A flowering agave also provided some fun photo opportunities with Anna’s and 
Rufous Hummingbirds. We continued up the mountain to photograph the main target on this 
route, the Buff-breasted Flycatcher. In the same area we also managed, Western Wood Pewee, 
Spotted Towhee, Cooper’s Hawk, Yellow-eyed Junco, and Hermit Thrush. On the way out of 
Carr Canyon to brunch, we spotted a very low down and close Red-tailed Hawk. Not exactly a 
rare Arizona specialty but again, we take advantage of every opportunity! 
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Montezuma Quail - Guide: Ben Knoot
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After a nice brunch, we ventured onward towards Patagonia. We aimed for Common Black 
Hawk and Rose-throated Beard but were unable to get any really great photos. Next up, was the 
Paton’s Center for Hummingbirds, aimed at my personal favorite hummingbird of North 
America, the stunning Violet-crowned Hummingbird. Within minutes we had three adult Violet-
crowned Hummingbirds swarming the feeders but unfortunately, they never took to the flowers I 
placed by the feeders. A bit of a slow midday but we we ventured back to Sierra Vista in order to 
meet our rendezvous with one of Sierra Vista (technically Hereford’s) most famous 
hummingbirds, the Lucifer Hummingbird. After arrival at Ash Canyon Bird Sanctuary, we 
waited and waited until finally, just moments before sunset, a stunning male Lucifer 
Hummingbird showed itself. Often, the male will perch on one of the broken sticks around the 
feeders, offering good photo opportunities. Unfortunately, this time, no such luck. HOWEVER…
the big surprise and one of the highlights of the trip came when a stunning Arizona Grey Fox 
came waltzing up to say goodnight! Not only did he hang out for a little while, providing us with 
some fun photo opportunities but he also showed us why he is so special. The sanctuary nails 
cups of jelly high up on mesquite trees, intended for orioles but due to its ability to climb trees 
(unique for this species) this Arizona Grey Fox was gorging himself on delicious grape jelly until 
finally, he scampered off for the evening. 
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Buff-breasted Flycatcher - Guide: Ben Knoot Red-tailed Hawk - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Day Four (July 27th) - After a great first morning up Carr Canyon we decided to once again 
brave the bumpy road in order to photograph a few of the targets we had missed the day 
previous. We stopped briefly when I noticed an Arizona Woodpecker flying just in front of the 
van. We spent a little bit of time with them as they played around in a tree just off of the road. 
Afterwards, we continued up and just about half way up Carr Canyon, I found us our first target 
we had missed the day previous. O the edge of a massive cliff, we stood silent and still, waiting 
for a tiny little bird to show himself. After a quick scan of the cliffs, I lowered my bins, only to 
find that the little devil had snuck in and landed just beside us on the rocks! A wonderful male 
Canyon Wren. Again, though this is not a southeast Arizona or even southwest specialty, it is still 
a wonderful and charismatic bird so it is always a target on this trip. Further up the canyon we 
managed, Northern Flicker, Spotted Towhee and another Buff-breasted Flycatcher. 
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Arizona Grey Fox - Guide: Ben Knoot
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After another lovely morning, we traveled down the road and headed to brunch. We left Sierra 
Vista and quickly stopped in at the Bisbee Mine. This is a pretty amazing Copper Mine that 
stopped producing in the 70’s but even so, it is a pretty amazing spectacle. We then took the 2hr 
drive and arrived in Portal with just enough time to sit at the feeders before heading out for the 
afternoon. This feeding area attracts a lot of lovely birds like; Black-headed Grosbeak, Northern 
Cardinal, Band-tailed Pigeon, Bridled Titmouse, White-breasted Nuthatch, Arizona Woodpecker, 
Summer Tanager, Hooded Oriole, Verdin, Acorn Woodpecker, and a very cute Cliff Chipmunk. 
For the afternoon, we had one target, a southwest and indeed southeast Arizona specialty, the 
Sulphur-bellied Flycatcher. Through the drizzle we drove to a spot where I’ve had some great 
success with this bird in the past. Sure enough, after a bit of patience, we were able to get some 
pretty decent shots of this special flycatcher. 
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Canyon Wren - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Day Five (June 28th) - Our targets for this morning require an early start. So, we hit Stateline 
Road nice and early and we had some great success with a few of the common desert species we 
hope to photograph. We began with a striking Blue Grosbeak. We then moved on to a pretty 
impressive Black-throated Sparrow and an extremely lovely Eastern (Lillian’s race) 
Meadowlark. A cooperative Gambel’s Quail provided us with some nice portraits as it sat on 
fence post and then just moments later, a stunning male Scott’s Oriole perched on-top of a 
mesquite bush. A semi-distant Loggerhead Shrike made for a decent photo opportunity but the 
real treat was an unusually cooperative Black-tailed Jackrabbit. Normally, I see these animals 
speeding away, zigging and zagging but this one had not a care in the world and just sat there for 
us…AWESOME! Continuing down the road, we still had a few targets but unfortunately, they 
eluded us for the morning. We did end up adding a Greater Roadrunner and Botteri’s Sparrow to 
our list of birds photographed. 
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Sulphur-bellied Flycatcher - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Blue Grosbeak - Guide: Ben Knoot Black-throated Sparrow - Guide: Ben Knoot

Eastern (Lillian’s) Meadowlark - Guide: Ben Knoot Black-tailed Jackrabbit - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Well, after that fantastic morning, we went into town for brunch. After a nice meal and a quick 
break, we spent a few hours trying to get a nice photo of one of the big targets for this area. 
Trogons were really tough this year. Not many nesting pairs were successful and the ones that 
were, were not in great photographic settings. Such was the case for us but still, always nice to 
see the brilliant Elegant Trogon. Next up, back to our lodge for some hummingbird photography.
Cave Creek Ranch is a great place to photograph birds, but none more so than North America’s 
largest hummingbird, the Blue-throated Mountain Gem. There are several birds here but we 
chose to set up for our bird at one of the guests cabin. It was a bit more secluded and ended up 
having a very cooperative Blue-throated Mountain Gem. After several minutes of good shooting, 
the rains came and forced us to retreat to our van. We waited out the rain and we were then able 
to get some truly great photos of our target. Just as we were about to leave, I heard and then 
quickly saw another big target for our area. A vibrate male Hooded Oriole. We spent a few 
minutes photographing him on mesquites and junipers trees before heading up and over the 
mountain. 
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Scott’s Oriole - Guide: Ben Knoot
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For our afternoon, I took the group up the mountain aiming to photograph a few more target 
species. First up, we managed to find and photograph another really cool hummingbird, the 
Broad-tailed Hummingbird. After this wonderful display, we continued up and the over the 
mountain. There is a terrific spot in the Chiricahua mountain range for a very rare and threatened 
owl. For privacy sake, I won’t divulge the exact location for this bird but I was thrilled to find an 
adult Mexican Spotted Owl eye level (once we climbed a rather steep hill) and perched pretty 
well out in the open! This is not super common so I was quite thrilled when I found it. The eagle 
eyes of one of the guests spotted the mate just a few trees over. We hung out with the adult for a 
good long while, hoping to photograph it with its eyes open. On several occasions it got very 
close but never fully gave us what we were looking for. Even so, what a bird, what a photo 
opportunity and then, to top it all off, we had an absolutely killer sunset. Arizona is famous for 
monsoon sunsets and this evening did not disappoint! 
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Blue-throated Mountain Gem - Guide: Ben Knoot Hooded Oriole - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Broad-tailed Hummingbird - Guest: Phyllis

Monsoon Sunset (iPhone photo) - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Day Six (July 29th) - This morning we again targeted another southeast Arizona specialty. 
Within minutes we were photographing a stunning and charismatic Thick-billed Kingbird. We 
were also treated to a beautiful Broad-billed Hummingbird, Western Tanager, Cassin’s Kingbird, 
Hooded Oriole and a fun pair of Inca Dove that the group got to watch display and court to each 
other. Very neat. We continued up the road in search of more desert species but were only able to 
photograph a few species once again, birds like Black-throated Sparrow and Blue Grosbeak were 
abundant. After these, we went into town for our brunch. 
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Mexican Spotted Owl - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Thick-billed Kingbird - Guest Jen

Inca Dove - Guest: David
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After a nice brunch, we said goodbye to Portal and headed back up and over the mountain, first checking 
in with Barfoot Park. Here we ran into some good birds but the photo opportunities were sparse. We 
managed some decent Greater Pewee, Hairy Woodpecker and Northern Flicker photos. We continued 
down, hoping to run into another great opportunity with the owl. This time was a bit different, a lot 
different. Instead of finding two adult birds, we ended up running into a juvenile Mexican Spotted Owl. 
The cute little fluff ball was a real hit with everyone but was quite possibly outdone by the next bird. 
Earlier in the trip, we tried some night-time photography. It didn’t go very well so it wasn’t worth 
mentioning. One of the target birds for this area is a Mexican Whip-poor-will. These birds are easiest to 
find at night. They are flying around and often calling from what we call “singing-perches” from which 
they display their fun “whip-poor-will, whip-poor-will…” call. Well, we were able to find one perch on 
his singing perch but night time photography is very difficult. The mood after that night was a bit low, no 
one likes missing photos but luckily, that was put behind us when a stunning adult Mexican Whip-poor-
will was spotted on a day roost. This is not a common sighting but what a sighting it was so again, up the 
steep hill we trekked, working our way to this wonderful goatsucker. With hearts singing from such 
success, we stopped off in Wilcox so I could give the group another chance at a Scaled Quail. Sure 
enough, a few minutes of searching lead to a slightly distant but wonderful photoshoot with an adult 
Scaled Quail, calling from atop a brush pile. We ended the day by traveling over to Green Valley where 
we would spend three nights. Our first target was the always stunning, Varied Bunting and I am delighted 
to say with a little work in Box Canyon we found and photographed a stunning male Varied Bunting. 
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Black-throated Sparrow - Guide: Ben Knoot Blue Grosbeak - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Mexican Whip-poor-will - Guide: Ben Knoot

Scaled Quail - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Day Seven (July 30th) - Today was our day at Elephant Head Pond. The pond is an excellent 
place for photography when the desert is dry. Unfortunately, well, not really because we 
desperately need the rain, the desert was quite wet so the bird activity was quite slow. We 
managed a nice Northern Cardinal, White-winged Dove, Gambel’s Quail, Mourning Dove, 
House Finch, Lesser Goldfinch, Black-chinned Hummingbird, Curve-billed Thrasher and a 
wonderful little Harris’s Antelope Squirrel. Because it was so slow, we opted not to return to the 
pond and instead ventured back to Patons Center for Hummingbirds in order to see if we could 
do better on the the Violet-crowned Hummingbird. We also managed to get some really good 
photos of Yellow-breasted Chat, Broad-billed Hummingbird and Phainopepla. For the late 
afternoon, I took the group to one of my favorite desert locations, Saguaro National Park (east 
loop) for our first real opportunity to photograph some of the classic desert species. We did well 
with our afternoon and photographed; Pyrrhuloxia, Rufous-winged Sparrow, Cactus Wren, 
Brown-crested Flycatcher and a wonderful Western Diamondback Rattlesnake. 
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Mexican Spotted Owlet - Guide: Ben Knoot Varied Bunting - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Brown-crested Flycatcher - Guest: David Yellow-breasted Chat - Guest: David

White-winged Dove - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Day Eight (July 31st) - Today we went to Madera Canyon, specifically, Santa Rita Lodge in 
order to photograph our main target, the Rivoli’s Hummingbird. We also managed some other 
fun birds around the feeding area. We managed some nice Acorn Woodpecker, Black-chinned 
Hummingbird, Broad-billed Hummingbird, Wild (Gould’s) Turkey, Mexican Jay, Bridled 
Titmouse and a cute little Bewick’s Wren. When we were finished here,  we ran into town for our 
first meal and then I had a decision to make. Recently, an area that I had been going to for many 
years for Five-striped Sparrow had not been very productive. So, I took a chance and went to a 
canyon I hadn’t been to for a long time. This turned out to be a great call as Montosa Canyon 
had been a total treat. Not only did we find our target, the Five-striped Sparrow but we were also 
treated to a fun little flycatcher that breeds here in southeast Arizona but is a resident of Mexico 
and Central America, the wonderful Northern Beardless-Tyrannulet. The light was going a bit 
harsh and while we managed the sparrow in some good flat overcast conditions, by the time the 
tyrannulet showed itself, the clouds had vanished but we still managed some good stuff. After 
this great day, we went for dinner and then we tried once again to do some night time 
photography and managed to see and get some half way decent photos of Elf Owl. 
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Western Diamondback Rattlesnake - Guest: Phyllis
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Five-striped Sparrow - Guide: Ben Knoot Rivoli’s Hummingbird - Guide: Ben Knoot

Northern Beardless Tyrannulet - Guest JenAcorn Woodpecker - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Day Nine (August 1st) - A highly anticipated stop on this tour is the wondrous Mount Lemmon. 
Here we cross over FIVE major habitats and a vast array of smaller ones in search of high 
elevation birds like warblers, flycatchers, woodpeckers and whatever else we can get our lenses 
focused on. After some diligent searching we found an immature male Olive Warbler, a stunning 
but unfortunately distant Red-faced Warbler a very cooperative and a hilariously cute Cordilleran 
Flycatcher. Further up the road we managed a small group of Virginia’s Warbler, a lovely Hermit 
Thrush, a singing flock of Pygmy Nuthatch and to top it all off, we had an amazing lunch at the 
Sawmill Restaurant. We took a short break for the afternoon in the hotel and afterwards, set out 
for our last adventure of the tour, another beautiful afternoon in Saguaro National Park (east 
loop). There were several targets we had missed on our first go around and I am delighted to say 
that on this visit, we managed them. Beautiful Purple Martin, Rufous-winged Sparrow, 
Pyrrhuloxia and Black-tailed Gnatcatcher all graced our cameras in stunning, golden light. We 
waited for the light to fade and then we called it a night. The guests departed the next morning. 
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Red-faced Warbler - Guest: David
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Black-tailed Gnatcatcher - Guide: Ben Knoot Purple Martin (desert) - Guide: Ben Knoot

Cordilleran Flycatcher - Guide: Ben Knoot
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Pyrrhuloxia - Guide: Ben Knoot

Rufous-winged Sparrow - Guide: Ben Knoot
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